Optional Reports for OMR Remark –
EXAM SYSTEM II

You may select from the following optional test reports. Please check the desired item(s) and enclose this sheet with your tests to be scored.

XX #101 – Student Statistics Report
(Displayed Statistical Data related to the performance Of each Student)

__ #105 – Student Response Report
(Displayed a Matrix of Students and their Correct/Incorrect responses)

__ #107 – Demographic Grade Report
(Breaks down Student performance data by the selected Criteria – i.e. Demographics)

__ #204 – Condensed Item Analysis Report
(Display a breakdown of Respondent selections for each item, in a condensed format)

__ #207 – Item Statistics Report
(Displayed Statistical Data related to each graded test question)

__ #301 – Student Grade Report (emailed ONLY)
(Displayed Individual grade results for each student. One Student per page)